
31st March 2014 

Secretary of State for Transport 

Transport and Works Act Orders Unit 

General Counsel Office 

Department for Transport 

Zone 1/18 

Great Minster House  

33 Horse Ferry Road 

London  

SW1P 4DR 

  

Dear Sirs, 

RE: OBJECTION TO LEEDS NEW GENERATION TRANSPORT (NGT) PROPOSALS ON OTLEY ROAD, 

HEADINGLEY (TO THE REAR OF ST MICHAEL’S COURT, SOUTH OF WOOD LANE)  

OBJECTION 1177: PROOF OF EVIDENCE 

We write on behalf of the owners (GMI Holdings Pension Fund and Yorparks Ltd) and the major tenants (Burton 

Croft and Holly Bank surgeries) of St Michael’s Court. This letter is written in response to the Public Inquiry 

process which requires the objector to provide a Proof of Evidence. St Michael’s Court is a large three storey 

medical centre consisting of two doctor’s surgeries (Holly Bank and Burton Croft), retail units and a proposed 

restaurant extension.  

Burton Croft and Holly Bank accommodate some 15,000 registered patients. Both are active and busy surgeries 

which benefit from on-site parking provision (54 spaces) in the middle of the district centre. This provides ease of 

access for all patients and it is considered essential that this provision is maintained in the future as a result of 

the NGT proposals. 

Since the submission of our Statement of Case the promoters of the NGT scheme have actively engaged with us 

in an attempt to satisfy my client’s requirements and to remove our objection. The negotiations are concluding in 

a positive way and we are hopeful that we can remove our objection prior to the Public Inquiry (given recent 

amendments to the proposals). No formal agreement has however been made prior to the deadline of the Proof 

of Evidence therefore we are maintaining our objection. 
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The occupants and owners of St Michaels Court have dedicated on-site parking areas for patients and staff 

which surround the surgery building. Given the nature of the sites uses, it is essential that parking and access to 

St Michael’s Court is maintained and uncompromised during construction and for the permanent situation.  

The NGT proposals require land to the rear of St Michael’s Court which is currently occupied by some 27 patient 

parking spaces. The access roads to the north and south of St Michael’s Court (Wood Lane and Shire Oak 

Street) will be used by construction vehicles which will carry out major structural work (retaining walls, line, 

footway and station) adjacent to St Michael’s Court. 

No information has been provided on how construction vehicles will access the land to the rear of St Michael’s 

Court to construct the earth retaining structures required for the NGT proposal. Given the restricted vehicular 

access points it is likely that Shire Oak Street and Wood Lane will be used by construction vehicles, which is the 

only entry and exit point for St Michael’s Court. The interaction between construction vehicles and reversing 

vehicles is therefore a concern. 

Various change of use planning applications between 2009 and 2013 require specific and allocated parking 

provision in addition to ensuring any change of use would work with the proposed NGT. The latest planning 

permission was granted in October 2013 (ref: 13/03169/FU) for an extension to St Michael’s Court and change of 

use of two retail units for a restaurant. This proposal will soon be delivered and the intended occupants (Nandos) 

will be operating during the NGT construction period. The approved and agreed layout (Transport Assessment 

extract, Figure 4) replaces 26 spaces which is considered to be acceptable to both the tenant needs and Leeds 

Council’s Highways DC. 

We are confident that we will be in a position to remove our objection if amendments are made to the proposed 

replacement parking and a commitment to the temporary parking and access provision is given. We have 

recently received amended proposals drawing (number 312694/TD/017 rev P4) which addresses most of our 

previous concerns but nothing has been forthcoming regarding the temporary situation. To remove the objection, 

the following points must be addressed: 
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1. Bin Store to be realigned and size increased. The bin store as shown on the permanent proposal is too 

small and appears to obstruct the turning provision for the adjacent parking spaces. A minimum 

parking aisle width of 6m should be provided (which may now be shown but cannot scale off PDF). 

2. Temporary parking provision. No details of how the parking provision for St Michael’s Court will be 

maintained during the construction period have been provided. At least 27 parking spaces should be 

provided in close proximity to the building entrance. The car park should also be sealed and marked 

out. 

3. Pedestrian access. A safe and convenient pedestrian link must be provided between the temporary 

car park and the building entrance. 

4. Construction phasing. Given the close proximity of the construction works to St Michael’s Court it is 

likely that different temporary parking and access provision is required during each phase of the works. 

It is essential that parking and access is maintained at all times however no details have been 

provided.  

5. Legal Agreement. This is required to secure the above, as agreed by the promoters of NGT, however 

no such document has been received.   

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Chris Yarrow Beng (Hons) MIHT 

Director of HY Consulting Limited 

Email: chris@hyconsulting.com 
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